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Statistical Rethinking
2020-03-13
statistical rethinking a bayesian course with
examples in r and stan builds your knowledge
of and confidence in making inferences from
data reflecting the need for scripting in
today s model based statistics the book pushes
you to perform step by step calculations that
are usually automated this unique
computational approach ensures that you
understand enough of the details to make
reasonable choices and interpretations in your
own modeling work the text presents causal
inference and generalized linear multilevel
models from a simple bayesian perspective that
builds on information theory and maximum
entropy the core material ranges from the
basics of regression to advanced multilevel
models it also presents measurement error
missing data and gaussian process models for
spatial and phylogenetic confounding the
second edition emphasizes the directed acyclic
graph dag approach to causal inference
integrating dags into many examples the new
edition also contains new material on the
design of prior distributions splines ordered
categorical predictors social relations models
cross validation importance sampling
instrumental variables and hamiltonian monte



carlo it ends with an entirely new chapter
that goes beyond generalized linear modeling
showing how domain specific scientific models
can be built into statistical analyses
features integrates working code into the main
text illustrates concepts through worked data
analysis examples emphasizes understanding
assumptions and how assumptions are reflected
in code offers more detailed explanations of
the mathematics in optional sections presents
examples of using the dagitty r package to
analyze causal graphs provides the rethinking
r package on the author s website and on
github

Stochastic Processes with R
2022-02-14
stochastic processes with r an introduction
cuts through the heavy theory that is present
in most courses on random processes and serves
as practical guide to simulated trajectories
and real life applications for stochastic
processes the light yet detailed text provides
a solid foundation that is an ideal companion
for undergraduate statistics students looking
to familiarize themselves with stochastic
processes before going on to more advanced
courses key features provides complete r codes
for all simulations and calculations



substantial scientific or popular applications
of each process with occasional statistical
analysis helpful definitions and examples are
provided for each process end of chapter
exercises cover theoretical applications and
practice calculations

A Course in the Large Sample
Theory of Statistical
Inference 2023-12-14
provides accessible introduction to large
sample theory with moving alternatives
elucidates mathematical concepts using simple
practical examples includes problem sets and
solutions for each chapter uses the moving
alternative formulation developed by lecam but
requires a minimum of mathematical
prerequisites

Statistical Analysis of
Financial Data 2020-03-12
statistical analysis of financial data covers
the use of statistical analysis and the
methods of data science to model and analyze
financial data the first chapter is an
overview of financial markets describing the
market operations and using exploratory data



analysis to illustrate the nature of financial
data the software used to obtain the data for
the examples in the first chapter and for all
computations and to produce the graphs is r
however discussion of r is deferred to an
appendix to the first chapter where the basics
of r especially those most relevant in
financial applications are presented and
illustrated the appendix also describes how to
use r to obtain current financial data from
the internet chapter 2 describes the methods
of exploratory data analysis especially
graphical methods and illustrates them on real
financial data chapter 3 covers probability
distributions useful in financial analysis
especially heavy tailed distributions and
describes methods of computer simulation of
financial data chapter 4 covers basic methods
of statistical inference especially the use of
linear models in analysis and chapter 5
describes methods of time series with special
emphasis on models and methods applicable to
analysis of financial data features covers
statistical methods for analyzing models
appropriate for financial data especially
models with outliers or heavy tailed
distributions describes both the basics of r
and advanced techniques useful in financial
data analysis driven by real current financial
data not just stale data deposited on some
static website includes a large number of



exercises many requiring the use of open
source software to acquire real financial data
from the internet and to analyze it

Geographic Data Science with
Python 2023-06-14
this book provides the tools the methods and
the theory to meet the challenges of
contemporary data science applied to
geographic problems and data in the new world
of pervasive large frequent and rapid data
there are new opportunities to understand and
analyze the role of geography in everyday life
geographic data science with python introduces
a new way of thinking about analysis by using
geographical and computational reasoning it
shows the reader how to unlock new insights
hidden within data key features showcases the
excellent data science environment in python
provides examples for readers to replicate
adapt extend and improve covers the crucial
knowledge needed by geographic data scientists
it presents concepts in a far more geographic
way than competing textbooks covering spatial
data mapping and spatial statistics whilst
covering concepts such as clusters and
outliers as geographic concepts intended for
data scientists giscientists and geographers
the material provided in this book is of



interest due to the manner in which it
presents geospatial data methods tools and
practices in this new field

Bayesian Modeling and
Computation in Python
2021-12-28
bayesian modeling and computation in python
aims to help beginner bayesian practitioners
to become intermediate modelers it uses a
hands on approach with pymc3 tensorflow
probability arviz and other libraries focusing
on the practice of applied statistics with
references to the underlying mathematical
theory the book starts with a refresher of the
bayesian inference concepts the second chapter
introduces modern methods for exploratory
analysis of bayesian models with an
understanding of these two fundamentals the
subsequent chapters talk through various
models including linear regressions splines
time series bayesian additive regression trees
the final chapters include approximate
bayesian computation end to end case studies
showing how to apply bayesian modelling in
different settings and a chapter about the
internals of probabilistic programming
languages finally the last chapter serves as a
reference for the rest of the book by getting



closer into mathematical aspects or by
extending the discussion of certain topics
this book is written by contributors of pymc3
arviz bambi and tensorflow probability among
other libraries

Probability and Statistical
Inference 2021-03-28
probability and statistical inference from
basic principles to advanced models covers
aspects of probability distribution theory and
inference that are fundamental to a proper
understanding of data analysis and statistical
modelling it presents these topics in an
accessible manner without sacrificing
mathematical rigour bridging the gap between
the many excellent introductory books and the
more advanced graduate level texts the book
introduces and explores techniques that are
relevant to modern practitioners while being
respectful to the history of statistical
inference it seeks to provide a thorough
grounding in both the theory and application
of statistics with even the more abstract
parts placed in the context of a practical
setting features complete introduction to
mathematical probability random variables and
distribution theory concise but broad account
of statistical modelling covering topics such



as generalised linear models survival analysis
time series and random processes extensive
discussion of the key concepts in classical
statistics point estimation interval
estimation hypothesis testing and the main
techniques in likelihood based inference
detailed introduction to bayesian statistics
and associated topics practical illustration
of some of the main computational methods used
in modern statistical inference simulation
boostrap mcmc this book is for students who
have already completed a first course in
probability and statistics and now wish to
deepen and broaden their understanding of the
subject it can serve as a foundation for
advanced undergraduate or postgraduate courses
our aim is to challenge and excite the more
mathematically able students while providing
explanations of statistical concepts that are
more detailed and approachable than those in
advanced texts this book is also useful for
data scientists researchers and other applied
practitioners who want to understand the
theory behind the statistical methods used in
their fields

Bayes Rules! 2022-03-03
praise for bayes rules an introduction to
applied bayesian modeling a thoughtful and
entertaining book and a great way to get



started with bayesian analysis andrew gelman
columbia university the examples are modern
and even many frequentist intro books ignore
important topics like the great p value debate
that the authors address the focus on
simulation for understanding is excellent amy
herring duke university i sincerely believe
that a generation of students will cite this
book as inspiration for their use of and love
for bayesian statistics the narrative holds
the reader s attention and flows naturally
almost conversationally put simply this is
perhaps the most engaging introductory
statistics textbook i have ever read it is a
natural choice for an introductory
undergraduate course in applied bayesian
statistics yue jiang duke university this is
by far the best book i ve seen on how to and
how to teach students to do bayesian modeling
and understand the underlying mathematics and
computation the authors build intuition and
scaffold ideas expertly using interesting real
case studies insightful graphics and clear
explanations the scope of this book is vast
from basic building blocks to hierarchical
modeling but the authors thoughtful
organization allows the reader to navigate
this journey smoothly and impressively by the
end of the book one can run sophisticated
bayesian models and actually understand the
whys whats and hows paul roback st olaf



college the authors provide a compelling
integrated accessible and non religious
introduction to statistical modeling using a
bayesian approach they outline a principled
approach that features computational
implementations and model assessment with
ethical implications interwoven throughout
students and instructors will find the
conceptual and computational exercises to be
fresh and engaging nicholas horton amherst
college an engaging sophisticated and fun
introduction to the field of bayesian
statistics bayes rules an introduction to
applied bayesian modeling brings the power of
modern bayesian thinking modeling and
computing to a broad audience in particular
the book is an ideal resource for advanced
undergraduate statistics students and
practitioners with comparable experience bayes
rules empowers readers to weave bayesian
approaches into their everyday practice
discussions and applications are data driven a
natural progression from fundamental to
multivariable hierarchical models emphasizes a
practical and generalizable model building
process the evaluation of these bayesian
models reflects the fact that a data analysis
does not exist in a vacuum features utilizes
data driven examples and exercises emphasizes
the iterative model building and evaluation
process surveys an interconnected range of



multivariable regression and classification
models presents fundamental markov chain monte
carlo simulation integrates r code including
rstan modeling tools and the bayesrules
package encourages readers to tap into their
intuition and learn by doing provides a
friendly and inclusive introduction to
technical bayesian concepts supports bayesian
applications with foundational bayesian theory

Statistical Machine Learning
2020-06-24
the recent rapid growth in the variety and
complexity of new machine learning
architectures requires the development of
improved methods for designing analyzing
evaluating and communicating machine learning
technologies statistical machine learning a
unified framework provides students engineers
and scientists with tools from mathematical
statistics and nonlinear optimization theory
to become experts in the field of machine
learning in particular the material in this
text directly supports the mathematical
analysis and design of old new and not yet
invented nonlinear high dimensional machine
learning algorithms features unified empirical
risk minimization framework supports rigorous
mathematical analyses of widely used



supervised unsupervised and reinforcement
machine learning algorithms matrix calculus
methods for supporting machine learning
analysis and design applications explicit
conditions for ensuring convergence of
adaptive batch minibatch mcem and mcmc
learning algorithms that minimize both
unimodal and multimodal objective functions
explicit conditions for characterizing
asymptotic properties of m estimators and
model selection criteria such as aic and bic
in the presence of possible model
misspecification this advanced text is
suitable for graduate students or highly
motivated undergraduate students in statistics
computer science electrical engineering and
applied mathematics the text is self contained
and only assumes knowledge of lower division
linear algebra and upper division probability
theory students professional engineers and
multidisciplinary scientists possessing these
minimal prerequisites will find this text
challenging yet accessible about the author
richard m golden ph d m s e e b s e e is
professor of cognitive science and
participating faculty member in electrical
engineering at the university of texas at
dallas dr golden has published articles and
given talks at scientific conferences on a
wide range of topics in the fields of both
statistics and machine learning over the past



three decades his long term research interests
include identifying conditions for the
convergence of deterministic and stochastic
machine learning algorithms and investigating
estimation and inference in the presence of
possibly misspecified probability models

Spatio–Temporal Methods in
Environmental Epidemiology
with R 2023-12-12
spatio temporal methods in environmental
epidemiology with r like its first edition
explores the interface between environmental
epidemiology and spatio temporal modeling it
links recent developments in spatio temporal
theory with epidemiological applications
drawing on real life problems it shows how
recent advances in methodology can assess the
health risks associated with environmental
hazards the book s clear guidelines enable the
implementation of the methodology and
estimation of risks in practice new additions
to the second edition include a thorough
exploration of the underlying concepts behind
knowledge discovery through data a new chapter
on extracting information from data using r
and the tidyverse additional material on
methods for bayesian computation including the
use of nimble and stan new methods for



performing spatio temporal analysis and an
updated chapter containing further topics
throughout the book there are new examples and
the presentation of r code for examples has
been extended along with these additions the
book now has a github site spacetime environ
github io stepi2 that contains data code and
further worked examples features explores the
interface between environmental epidemiology
and spatio temporal modeling incorporates
examples that show how spatio temporal
methodology can inform societal concerns about
the effects of environmental hazards on health
uses a bayesian foundation on which to build
an integrated approach to spatio temporal
modeling and environmental epidemiology
discusses data analysis and topics such as
data visualization mapping wrangling and
analysis shows how to design networks for
monitoring hazardous environmental processes
and the ill effects of preferential sampling
through the listing and application of code
shows the power of r tidyverse nimble and stan
and other modern tools in performing complex
data analysis and modeling representing a
continuing important direction in
environmental epidemiology this book in full
color throughout underscores the increasing
need to consider dependencies in both space
and time when modeling epidemiological data
readers will learn how to identify and model



patterns in spatio temporal data and how to
exploit dependencies over space and time to
reduce bias and inefficiency when estimating
risks to health

Applied Linear Regression for
Longitudinal Data 2022-12-09
this book introduces best practices in
longitudinal data analysis at intermediate
level with a minimum number of formulas
without sacrificing depths it meets the need
to understand statistical concepts of
longitudinal data analysis by visualizing
important techniques instead of using abstract
mathematical formulas different solutions such
as multiple imputation are explained
conceptually and consequences of missing
observations are clarified using visualization
techniques key features include the following
provides datasets and examples online gives
state of the art methods of dealing with
missing observations in a non technical way
with a special focus on sensitivity analysis
conceptualises the analysis of comparative
experimental and observational studies it is
the ideal companion for researchers and
students in epidemiological health and social
and behavioral sciences working with
longitudinal studies without a mathematical



background

Statistical Theory 2022-12-23
designed for a one semester advanced
undergraduate or graduate statistical theory
course statistical theory a concise
introduction second edition clearly explains
the underlying ideas mathematics and
principles of major statistical concepts
including parameter estimation confidence
intervals hypothesis testing asymptotic
analysis bayesian inference linear models
nonparametric statistics and elements of
decision theory it introduces these topics on
a clear intuitive level using illustrative
examples in addition to the formal definitions
theorems and proofs based on the authors
lecture notes the book is self contained which
maintains a proper balance between the clarity
and rigor of exposition in a few cases the
authors present a sketched version of a proof
explaining its main ideas rather than giving
detailed technical mathematical and
probabilistic arguments features second
edition has been updated with a new chapter on
nonparametric estimation a significant update
to the chapter on statistical decision theory
and other updates throughout no requirement
for heavy calculus and simple questions
throughout the text help students check their



understanding of the material each chapter
also includes a set of exercises that range in
level of difficulty self contained and can be
used by the students to understand the theory
chapters and sections marked by asterisks
contain more advanced topics and may be
omitted special chapters on linear models and
nonparametric statistics show how the main
theoretical concepts can be applied to well
known and frequently used statistical tools
the primary audience for the book is students
who want to understand the theoretical basis
of mathematical statistics either advanced
undergraduate or graduate students it will
also be an excellent reference for researchers
from statistics and other quantitative
disciplines

An Introduction to
Nonparametric Statistics
2020-09-28
an introduction to nonparametric statistics
presents techniques for statistical analysis
in the absence of strong assumptions about the
distributions generating the data rank based
and resampling techniques are heavily
represented but robust techniques are
considered as well these techniques include
one sample testing and estimation multi sample



testing and estimation and regression
attention is paid to the intellectual
development of the field with a thorough
review of bibliographical references
computational tools in r and sas are developed
and illustrated via examples exercises
designed to reinforce examples are included
features rank based techniques including sign
kruskal wallis friedman mann whitney and
wilcoxon tests are presented tests are
inverted to produce estimates and confidence
intervals multivariate tests are explored
techniques reflecting the dependence of a
response variable on explanatory variables are
presented density estimation is explored the
bootstrap and jackknife are discussed this
text is intended for a graduate student in
applied statistics the course is best taken
after an introductory course in statistical
methodology elementary probability and
regression mathematical prerequisites include
calculus through multivariate differentiation
and integration and ideally a course in matrix
algebra

Linear Models with Python
2021-02-01
praise for linear models with r this book is a
must have tool for anyone interested in



understanding and applying linear models the
logical ordering of the chapters is well
thought out and portrays faraway s wealth of
experience in teaching and using linear models
it lays down the material in a logical and
intricate manner and makes linear modeling
appealing to researchers from virtually all
fields of study biometrical journal throughout
it gives plenty of insight with comments that
even the seasoned practitioner will appreciate
interspersed with r code and the output that
it produces one can find many little gems of
what i think is sound statistical advice well
epitomized with the examples chosen i read it
with delight and think that the same will be
true with anyone who is engaged in the use or
teaching of linear models journal of the royal
statistical society like its widely praised
best selling companion version linear models
with r this book replaces r with python to
seamlessly give a coherent exposition of the
practice of linear modeling linear models with
python offers up to date insight on essential
data analysis topics from estimation inference
and prediction to missing data factorial
models and block designs numerous examples
illustrate how to apply the different methods
using python features python is a powerful
open source programming language increasingly
being used in data science machine learning
and computer science python and r are similar



but r was designed for statistics while python
is multi talented this version replaces r with
python to make it accessible to a greater
number of users outside of statistics
including those from machine learning a reader
coming to this book from an ml background will
learn new statistical perspectives on learning
from data topics include model selection
shrinkage experiments with blocks and missing
data includes an appendix on python for
beginners linear models with python explains
how to use linear models in physical science
engineering social science and business
applications it is ideal as a textbook for
linear models or linear regression courses

Modelling Survival Data in
Medical Research 2023-05-31
hugely popular textbook on survival analysis
for graduate students of statistics and
biostatistics mainly due to its accessibility
and breadth of examples this is a standard
course on graduate programs in biostatistics
and statistics and this is one of the most
popular textbooks updated with modern methods
covering bayesian survival analysis joint
models and more



Fundamentals of Mathematical
Statistics 2023-04-17
fundamentals of mathematical statistics is
meant for a standard one semester advanced
undergraduate or graduate level course in
mathematical statistics it covers all the key
topics statistical models linear normal models
exponential families estimation asymptotics of
maximum likelihood significance testing and
models for tables of counts it assumes a good
background in mathematical analysis linear
algebra and probability but includes an
appendix with basic results from these areas
throughout the text there are numerous
examples and graduated exercises that
illustrate the topics covered rendering the
book suitable for teaching or self study
features a concise yet rigorous introduction
to a one semester course in mathematical
statistics covers all the key topics assumes a
solid background in mathematics and
probability numerous examples illustrate the
topics many exercises enhance understanding of
the material and enable course use this
textbook will be a perfect fit for an advanced
course in mathematical statistics or
statistical theory the concise and lucid
approach means it could also serve as a good
alternative or supplement to existing texts



Time Series for Data Science
2022-08-01
data science students and practitioners want
to find a forecast that works and don t want
to be constrained to a single forecasting
strategy time series for data science analysis
and forecasting discusses techniques of
ensemble modelling for combining information
from several strategies covering time series
regression models exponential smoothing holt
winters forecasting and neural networks it
places a particular emphasis on classical arma
and arima models that is often lacking from
other textbooks on the subject this book is an
accessible guide that doesn t require a
background in calculus to be engaging but does
not shy away from deeper explanations of the
techniques discussed features provides a
thorough coverage and comparison of a wide
array of time series models and methods
exponential smoothing holt winters arma and
arima deep learning models including rnns
lstms grus and ensemble models composed of
combinations of these models introduces the
factor table representation of arma and arima
models this representation is not available in
any other book at this level and is extremely
useful in both practice and pedagogy uses real
world examples that can be readily found via



web links from sources such as the us bureau
of statistics department of transportation and
the world bank there is an accompanying r
package that is easy to use and requires
little or no previous r experience the package
implements the wide variety of models and
methods presented in the book and has
tremendous pedagogical use

Applied Categorical and Count
Data Analysis 2023-04-06
developed from the authors graduate level
biostatistics course applied categorical and
count data analysis second edition explains
how to perform the statistical analysis of
discrete data including categorical and count
outcomes the authors have been teaching
categorical data analysis courses at the
university of rochester and tulane university
for more than a decade this book embodies
their decade long experience and insight in
teaching and applying statistical models for
categorical and count data the authors
describe the basic ideas underlying each
concept model and approach to give readers a
good grasp of the fundamentals of the
methodology without relying on rigorous
mathematical arguments the second edition
covers classic concepts and popular topics



such as contingency tables logistic regression
models and poisson regression models along
with modern areas that include models for zero
modified count outcomes parametric and
semiparametric longitudinal data analysis
reliability analysis and methods for dealing
with missing values as in the first edition r
sas spss and stata programming codes are
provided for all the examples enabling readers
to immediately experiment with the data in the
examples and even adapt or extend the codes to
fit data from their own studies designed for a
one semester course for graduate and senior
undergraduate students in biostatistics this
self contained text is also suitable as a self
learning guide for biomedical and psychosocial
researchers it will help readers analyze data
with discrete variables in a wide range of
biomedical and psychosocial research fields
features describes the basic ideas underlying
each concept and model includes r sas spss and
stata programming codes for all the examples
features significantly expanded chapters 4 5
and 8 chapters 4 6 and 9 in the second edition
expands discussion for subtle issues in
longitudinal and clustered data analysis such
as time varying covariates and comparison of
generalized linear mixed effect models with
gee



Statistical Inference
2024-05-23
this classic textbook builds theoretical
statistics from the first principles of
probability theory starting from the basics of
probability the authors develop the theory of
statistical inference using techniques
definitions and concepts that are statistical
and natural extensions and consequences of
previous concepts it covers all topics from a
standard inference course including
distributions random variables data reduction
point estimation hypothesis testing and
interval estimation features the classic
graduate level textbook on statistical
inference develops elements of statistical
theory from first principles of probability
written in a lucid style accessible to anyone
with some background in calculus covers all
key topics of a standard course in inference
hundreds of examples throughout to aid
understanding each chapter includes an
extensive set of graduated exercises
statistical inference second edition is
primarily aimed at graduate students of
statistics but can be used by advanced
undergraduate students majoring in statistics
who have a solid mathematics background it
also stresses the more practical uses of



statistical theory being more concerned with
understanding basic statistical concepts and
deriving reasonable statistical procedures
while less focused on formal optimality
considerations this is a reprint of the second
edition originally published by cengage
learning inc in 2001

Design and Analysis of
Experiments and Observational
Studies using R 2022-03-10
introduction to design and analysis of
scientific studies exposes undergraduate and
graduate students to the foundations of
classical experimental design and
observational studies through a modern
framework the rubin causal model a causal
inference framework is important in design
data collection and analysis since it provides
a framework for investigators to readily
evaluate study limitations and draw
appropriate conclusions r is used to implement
designs and analyse the data collected
features classical experimental design with an
emphasis on computation using tidyverse
packages in r applications of experimental
design to clinical trials a b testing and
other modern examples discussion of the link
between classical experimental design and



causal inference the role of randomization in
experimental design and sampling in the big
data era exercises with solutions instructor
slides in rmarkdown a new r package will be
developed to be used with book and a bookdown
version of the book will be freely available
the proposed book will emphasize ethics
communication and decision making as part of
design data analysis and statistical thinking

Models for Multi-State
Survival Data 2023-10-11
multi state models provide a statistical
framework for studying longitudinal data on
subjects when focus is on the occurrence of
events that the subjects may experience over
time they find application particularly in
biostatistics medicine and public health the
book includes mathematical detail which can be
skipped by readers more interested in the
practical examples it is aimed at
biostatisticians and at readers with an
interest in the topic having a more applied
background such as epidemiology this book
builds on several courses the authors have
taught on the subject key features intensity
based and marginal models survival data
competing risks illness death models recurrent
events includes a full chapter on pseudo



values intuitive introductions and
mathematical details practical examples of
event history data exercises software code in
r and sas and the data used in the book can be
found on the book s webpage

Beyond Multiple Linear
Regression 2021-01-14
beyond multiple linear regression applied
generalized linear models and multilevel
models in r is designed for undergraduate
students who have successfully completed a
multiple linear regression course helping them
develop an expanded modeling toolkit that
includes non normal responses and correlated
structure even though there is no mathematical
prerequisite the authors still introduce
fairly sophisticated topics such as likelihood
theory zero inflated poisson and parametric
bootstrapping in an intuitive and applied
manner the case studies and exercises feature
real data and real research questions thus
most of the data in the textbook comes from
collaborative research conducted by the
authors and their students or from student
projects every chapter features a variety of
conceptual exercises guided exercises and open
ended exercises using real data after working
through this material students will develop an



expanded toolkit and a greater appreciation
for the wider world of data and statistical
modeling a solutions manual for all exercises
is available to qualified instructors at the
book s website at routledge com and data sets
and rmd files for all case studies and
exercises are available at the authors github
repo github com proback beyondmlr

Modelling Binary Data, Second
Edition 2002-09-25
since the original publication of the
bestselling modelling binary data a number of
important methodological and computational
developments have emerged accompanied by the
steady growth of statistical computing mixed
models for binary data analysis and procedures
that lead to an exact version of logistic
regression form valuable additions to the
statistician s toolbox and author dave collett
has fully updated his popular treatise to
incorporate these important advances modelling
binary data second edition now provides an
even more comprehensive and practical guide to
statistical methods for analyzing binary data
along with thorough revisions to the original
material now independent of any particular
software package it includes a new chapter
introducing mixed models for binary data



analysis and another on exact methods for
modelling binary data the author has also
added material on modelling ordered
categorical data and provides a summary of the
leading software packages all of the data sets
used in the book are available for download
from the internet and the appendices include
additional data sets useful as exercises

Introduction to Multivariate
Analysis 2018-02-19
this book provides an introduction to the
analysis of multivariate data it describes
multivariate probability distributions the
preliminary analysisof a large scale set of
data princ iple component and factor analysis
traditional normal theory material as well as
multidimensional scaling andcluster analysis
introduction to multivariate analysis provides
a reasonable blend oftheory and practice
enough theory is given to introduce the
concepts andto make the topics mathematically
interesting in addition the authors discussthe
use and misuse of the techniques in pra ctice
and present appropriatereal life examples from
a variety of areas includ ing agricultural
research soc iology and crim inology the book
should be suitable both for researchworkers
and as a text for students taking a course on



multivariate analysis

Practical Longitudinal Data
Analysis 2017-10-06
this text describes regression based
approaches to analyzing longitudinal and
repeated measures data it emphasizes
statistical models discusses the relationships
between different approaches and uses real
data to illustrate practical applications it
uses commercially available software when it
exists and illustrates the program code and
output the data appendix provides many real
data sets beyond those used for the examples
which can serve as the basis for exercises

Nonparametric Statistical
Methods Using R 2024-05-20
praise for the first edition this book would
be especially good for the shelf of anyone who
already knows nonparametrics but wants a
reference for how to apply those techniques in
r the american statistician this thoroughly
updated and expanded second edition of
nonparametric statistical methods using r
covers traditional nonparametric methods and
rank based analyses two new chapters covering
multivariate analyses and big data have been



added core classical nonparametrics chapters
on one and two sample problems have been
expanded to include discussions on ties as
well as power and sample size determination
common machine learning topics including k
nearest neighbors and trees have also been
included in this new edition key features
covers a wide range of models including
location linear regression anova type mixed
models for cluster correlated data nonlinear
and gee type includes robust methods for
linear model analyses big data time to event
analyses timeseries and multivariate numerous
examples illustrate the methods and their
computation r packages are available for
computation and datasets contains two
completely new chapters on big data and
multivariate analysis the book is suitable for
advanced undergraduate and graduate students
in statistics and data science and students of
other majors with a solid background in
statistical methods including regression and
anova it will also be of use to researchers
working with nonparametric and rank based
methods in practice

Natural Language Processing in
the Real World 2023-07-03
natural language processing in the real world



is a practical guide for applying data science
and machine learning to build natural language
processing nlp solutions where traditional
academic taught nlp is often accompanied by a
data source or dataset to aid solution
building this book is situated in the real
world where there may not be an existing rich
dataset this book covers the basic concepts
behind nlp and text processing and discusses
the applications across 15 industry verticals
from data sources and extraction to
transformation and modelling and classic
machine learning to deep learning and
transformers several popular applications of
nlp are discussed and implemented this book
provides a hands on and holistic guide for
anyone looking to build nlp solutions from
students of computer science to those involved
in large scale industrial projects

Massive Graph Analytics
2022-07-20
graphs such a simple idea map a problem onto a
graph then solve it by searching over the
graph or by exploring the structure of the
graph what could be easier turns out however
that working with graphs is a vast and complex
field keeping up is challenging to help keep
up you just need an editor who knows most



people working with graphs and have that
editor gather nearly 70 researchers to
summarize their work with graphs the result is
the book massive graph analytics timothy g
mattson senior principal engineer intel corp
expertise in massive scale graph analytics is
key for solving real world grand challenges
from healthcare to sustainability to detecting
insider threats cyber defense and more this
book provides a comprehensive introduction to
massive graph analytics featuring
contributions from thought leaders across
academia industry and government massive graph
analytics will be beneficial to students
researchers and practitioners in academia
national laboratories and industry who wish to
learn about the state of the art algorithms
models frameworks and software in massive
scale graph analytics

Spatial Statistics for Data
Science 2023-12-08
describes r packages for retrieval
manipulation and visualization of spatial data
offers a comprehensive overview of spatial
statistical methods including spatial
autocorrelation clustering spatial
interpolation model based geostatistics and
spatial point processes provides detailed



explanations on how to fit and interpret
bayesian spatial models using the integrated
nested laplace approximation inla and
stochastic partial differential equation spde
approaches

Data Science 2022-07-15
data science a first introduction focuses on
using the r programming language in jupyter
notebooks to perform data manipulation and
cleaning create effective visualizations and
extract insights from data using
classification regression clustering and
inference the text emphasizes workflows that
are clear reproducible and shareable and
includes coverage of the basics of version
control all source code is available online
demonstrating the use of good reproducible
project workflows based on educational
research and active learning principles the
book uses a modern approach to r and includes
accompanying autograded jupyter worksheets for
interactive self directed learning the book
will leave readers well prepared for data
science projects the book is designed for
learners from all disciplines with minimal
prior knowledge of mathematics and programming
the authors have honed the material through
years of experience teaching thousands of
undergraduates in the university of british



columbia s dsci100 introduction to data
science course

Urban Informatics 2022-12-08
urban informatics using big data to understand
and serve communities introduces the reader to
the tools of data management analysis and
manipulation using r statistical software
designed for undergraduate and above level
courses this book is an ideal onramp for the
study of urban informatics and how to
translate novel data sets into new insights
and practical tools the book follows a unique
pedagogical approach developed by the author
to enable students to build skills by pursuing
projects that inspire and motivate them each
chapter has an exploratory data assignment
that prompts readers to practice their new
skills on a data set of their choice these
assignments guide readers through the process
of becoming familiar with the contents of a
novel data set and communicating meaningful
insights from the data to others key features
the technical curriculum consists of both data
management and analytics including both as
needed to become acquainted with and reveal
the content of a new data set content that is
contextualized in real world applications
relevant to community concerns unit level
assignments that educators might use as



midterms or otherwise these include community
experience assignments that prompt students to
evaluate the assumptions they have made about
their data against real world information all
data sets are publicly available through the
boston data portal

Practitioner’s Guide to Data
Science 2023-05-23
this book aims to increase the visibility of
data science in real world which differs from
what you learn from a typical textbook many
aspects of day to day data science work are
almost absent from conventional statistics
machine learning and data science curriculum
yet these activities account for a
considerable share of the time and effort for
data professionals in the industry based on
industry experience this book outlines real
world scenarios and discusses pitfalls that
data science practitioners should avoid it
also covers the big data cloud platform and
the art of data science such as soft skills
the authors use r as the primary tool and
provide code for both r and python this book
is for readers who want to explore possible
career paths and eventually become data
scientists this book comprehensively
introduces various data science fields soft



and programming skills in data science
projects and potential career paths
traditional data related practitioners such as
statisticians business analysts and data
analysts will find this book helpful in
expanding their skills for future data science
careers undergraduate and graduate students
from analytics related areas will find this
book beneficial to learn real world data
science applications non mathematical readers
will appreciate the reproducibility of the
companion r and python codes key features it
covers both technical and soft skills it has a
chapter dedicated to the big data cloud
environment for industry applications the
practice of data science is often in such an
environment it is hands on we provide the data
and repeatable r and python code in notebooks
readers can repeat the analysis in the book
using the data and code provided we also
suggest that readers modify the notebook to
perform analyses with their data and problems
if possible the best way to learn data science
is to do it

Computer Vision 2024-07-30
computer vision has made enormous progress in
recent years and its applications are
multifaceted and growing quickly while many
challenges still remain this book brings



together a range of leading researchers to
examine a wide variety of research directions
challenges and prospects for computer vision
and its applications this book highlights
various core challenges as well as solutions
by leading researchers in the field it covers
such important topics as data driven ai
biometrics digital forensics healthcare
robotics entertainment and xr autonomous
driving sports analytics and neuromorphic
computing covering both academic and industry
r d perspectives providing a mix of breadth
and depth this book will have an impact across
the fields of computer vision imaging and ai
computer vision challenges trends and
opportunities covers timely and important
aspects of computer vision and its
applications highlighting the challenges ahead
and providing a range of perspectives from top
researchers around the world a substantial
compilation of ideas and state of the art
solutions it will be of great benefit to
students researchers and industry
practitioners

Data Science and Analytics
Strategy 2023-04-05
this book describes how to establish data
science and analytics capabilities in



organisations using emergent design an
evolutionary approach that increases the
chances of successful outcomes while
minimising upfront investment based on their
experiences and those of a number of data
leaders the authors provide actionable advice
on data technologies processes and governance
structures so that readers can make choices
that are appropriate to their organisational
contexts and requirements the book blends
academic research on organisational change and
data science processes with real world stories
from experienced data analytics leaders
focusing on the practical aspects of setting
up a data capability in addition to a detailed
coverage of capability culture and technology
choices a unique feature of the book is its
treatment of emerging issues such as data
ethics and algorithmic fairness data science
and analytics strategy an emergent design
approach has been written for professionals
who are looking to build data science and
analytics capabilities within their
organisations as well as those who wish to
expand their knowledge and advance their
careers in the data space providing deep
insights into the intersection between data
science and business this guide will help
professionals understand how to help their
organisations reap the benefits offered by
data most importantly readers will learn how



to build a fit for purpose data science
capability in a manner that avoids the most
common pitfalls

How to Think about Data
Science 2022-12-23
this book is a timely and critical
introduction for those interested in what data
science is and isn t and how it should be
applied the language is conversational and the
content is accessible for readers without a
quantitative or computational background but
at the same time it is also a practical
overview of the field for the more technical
readers the overarching goal is to demystify
the field and teach the reader how to develop
an analytical mindset instead of following
recipes the book takes the scientist s
approach of focusing on asking the right
question at every step as this is the single
most important factor contributing to the
success of a data science project upon
finishing this book the reader should be
asking more questions than i have answered
this book is therefore a practising scientist
s approach to explaining data science through
questions and examples



Introduction to NFL Analytics
with R 2023-12-19
it has become difficult to ignore the
analytics movement within the nfl an
increasing number of coaches openly integrate
advanced numbers into their game plans and
commentators throughout broadcasts regularly
use terms such as air yards cpoe and epa on a
casual basis this rapid growth combined with
an increasing accessibility to nfl data has
helped create a burgeoning amateur analytics
movement highlighted by the nfl s annual big
data bowl because learning a coding language
can be a difficult enough endeavor
introduction to nfl analytics with r is
purposefully written in a more informal format
than readers of similar books may be
accustomed to opting to provide step by step
instructions in a structured jargon free
manner key coverage installing r rstudio and
necessary packages working and becoming fluent
in the tidyverse finding meaning in nfl data
with examples from all the functions in the
nflverse family of packages using nfl data to
create eye catching data visualizations
building statistical models starting with
simple regressions and progressing to advanced
machine learning models using tidymodels and
extreme gradient boosting the book is written



for novices of r programming all the way to
more experienced coders as well as audiences
with differing expected outcomes professors
can use introduction to nfl analytics with r
to provide data science lessons through the
lens of the nfl while students can use it as
an educational tool to create robust
visualizations and machine learning models for
assignments journalists bloggers and arm chair
quarterbacks alike will find the book helpful
to underpin their arguments by providing hard
data and visualizations to back up their
claims

Data Science for Infectious
Disease Data Analytics
2022-12-05
data science for infectious disease data
analytics an introduction with r provides an
overview of modern data science tools and
methods that have been developed specifically
to analyze infectious disease data with a
quick start guide to epidemiological data
visualization and analysis in r this book
spans the gulf between academia and practices
providing many lively instructive data
analysis examples using the most up to date
data such as the newly discovered coronavirus
disease covid 19 the primary emphasis of this



book is the data science procedures in
epidemiological studies including data
wrangling visualization interpretation
predictive modeling and inference which is of
immense importance due to increasingly diverse
and nonexperimental data across a wide range
of fields the knowledge and skills readers
gain from this book are also transferable to
other areas such as public health business
analytics environmental studies or spatio
temporal data visualization and analysis in
general aimed at readers with an undergraduate
knowledge of mathematics and statistics this
book is an ideal introduction to the
development and implementation of data science
in epidemiology features describes the entire
data science procedure of how the infectious
disease data are collected curated visualized
and fed to predictive models which facilitates
effective communication between data sources
scientists and decision makers explains
practical concepts of infectious disease data
and provides particular data science
perspectives overview of the unique features
and issues of infectious disease data and how
they impact epidemic modeling and projection
introduces various classes of models and state
of the art learning methods to analyze
infectious diseases data with valuable
insights on how different models and methods
could be connected



Public Policy Analytics
2021-08-18
public policy analytics code context for data
science in government teaches readers how to
address complex public policy problems with
data and analytics using reproducible methods
in r each of the eight chapters provides a
detailed case study showing readers how to
develop exploratory indicators understand
spatial process and develop spatial analytics
how to develop useful predictive analytics how
to convey these outputs to non technical
decision makers through the medium of data
visualization and why ultimately data science
and planning are one and the same a graduate
level introduction to data science this book
will appeal to researchers and data scientists
at the intersection of data analytics and
public policy as well as readers who wish to
understand how algorithms will affect the
future of government

Tree-Based Methods for
Statistical Learning in R
2022-06-23
tree based methods for statistical learning in
r provides a thorough introduction to both



individual decision tree algorithms part i and
ensembles thereof part ii part i of the book
brings several different tree algorithms into
focus both conventional and contemporary
building a strong foundation for how
individual decision trees work will help
readers better understand tree based ensembles
at a deeper level which lie at the cutting
edge of modern statistical and machine
learning methodology the book follows up most
ideas and mathematical concepts with code
based examples in the r statistical language
with an emphasis on using as few external
packages as possible for example users will be
exposed to writing their own random forest and
gradient tree boosting functions using simple
for loops and basic tree fitting software like
rpart and party partykit and more the core
chapters also end with a detailed section on
relevant software in both r and other
opensource alternatives e g python spark and
julia and example usage on real data sets
while the book mostly uses r it is meant to be
equally accessible and useful to non r
programmers consumers of this book will have
gained a solid foundation and appreciation for
tree based methods and how they can be used to
solve practical problems and challenges data
scientists often face in applied work features
thorough coverage from the ground up of tree
based methods e g cart conditional inference



trees bagging boosting and random forests a
companion website containing additional
supplementary material and the code to
reproduce every example and figure in the book
a companion r package called treemisc which
contains several data sets and functions used
throughout the book e g there s an
implementation of gradient tree boosting with
lad loss that shows how to perform the line
search step by updating the terminal node
estimates of a fitted rpart tree interesting
examples that are of practical use for example
how to construct partial dependence plots from
a fitted model in spark mllib using only spark
operations or post processing tree ensembles
via the lasso to reduce the number of trees
while maintaining or even improving
performance

Soccer Analytics 2024-03-11
sports analytics is on the rise with top
soccer clubs bookmakers and broadcasters all
employing statisticians and data scientists to
gain an edge over their competitors many
popular books have been written exploring the
mathematics of soccer however few supply
details on how soccer data can be analysed in
real life the book addresses this issue via a
practical route one approach designed to show
readers how to successfully tackle a range of



soccer related problems using the easy to
learn computer language r through a series of
easy to follow examples the book explains how
r can be used to download and edit soccer data
produce graphics and statistics predict match
outcomes and final league positions formulate
betting strategies rank teams construct
passing networks assess match play soccer
analytics an introduction using r is a
comprehensive introduction to soccer analytics
aimed at all those interested in analysing
soccer data be they fans gamblers coaches
sports scientists or data scientists and
statisticians wishing to pursue a career in
professional soccer it aims to equip the
reader with the knowledge and skills required
to confidently analyse soccer data using r all
in a few easy lessons
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